Form Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing this collection of information. We propose to dramatically improve the reliability, fault tolerance, and survivability of wide area networks by systematically rethinking network design using the principle that the operation of network protocols should be enforceable -the correct operation of a protocol should not depend on trust. We propose to rethink four areas of network protocol design: the information exchange at the interface between nodes, the transient behavior of protocols under failure, the placement of enforcement functionality at the edges or inside the network, and the detailed control over resource allocation inside of routers. We will deliver a suite of network protocols -for routing, transport, multicast, and real -time -which have enforceable behavior without trust.
SUMMARY:
This is the final technical report for "Enforceable Network Protocols" (Grant No. F30602-00-2-0565). Over the past three and a half years, work on this project at the University of Washington has laid the foundation for dramatic improvements in the security and reliability of networks. The overall thrust of the work has been to identify potential vulnerabilities in existing, widely used, network protocols, and to develop more robust and secure versions of those protocols. We have also developed practical, incremental approaches to improving robustness and security, where a redesign is impractical or only a long-term solution.
During the course of our investigation, we identified and pursued several commercial opportunities to bring our ideas into widespread practice, recognizing the immediate, highly visible problems being encountered by industry in developing highly secure and reliable network systems. Combined with subsequent cuts to the contract budget, this forced us to reduce the scope of effort somewhat, specifically the effort to examine the vulnerabilities of certain routing protocols to Byzantine transient behavior.
Nevertheless, the project was broadly successful in meeting its goals. Among its contributions was the first comprehensive study of past Internet failures, motivating a set of design guidelines for more robust and secure protocols. We applied these guidelines in several concrete case studies, including influencing IETF drafts on ECN and IP traceback to fix potential vulnerabilities before they could be exploited by attackers. We have developed practical tools for identifying the source of both BGP configuration errors and router/link level performance failures, key steps in reducing the mean time to repair. We have also taken a longer view, developing a concrete proposal based on receiver-driven capabilities to completely eliminate the potential for distributed denial of service attacks, as well as a novel protocol for identifying and containing misbehaving routers in an ad hoc network.
INTRODUCTION:
Our project work aims to dramatically improve the reliability, fault tolerance, and survivability of wide area networks by systematically rethinking network design using the principle that the operation of network protocols should be enforceable --the correct operation of a protocol should not depend on trust that the other participating members are operating correctly. The Internet today, by contrast, has a bimodal security model --trusted entities are authenticated and protected from untrusted attackers, but no further checks are placed on the information provided by an entity once it has been authenticated. The result is fragile systems --once an attacker (or inadvertent error) slips in, the scope of error is potentially unlimited. Our approach is trust but verify --to redesign network protocols to carefully limit the scope of information provided by a (putatively) trusted entity to be either (i) directly verifiable or (ii) to have no negative impact if the information is untrue. While this may seem difficult in general, in this contract we have demonstrated many examples where this design principle can apply.
We note that our work strongly complements traditional security approaches based on encrypted communication between authenticated participants. Encrypted communication is a necessary first step to securing a system -otherwise, an attacker can transparently manipulate packets to accomplish their ends. However, authentication is insufficient for a truly robust and secure system. Authentication controls only who can talk to you, while enforcement and verification protects you from what (authenticated but corrupt) peers might say.
Our efforts have examined vulnerabilities, and proposed solutions for, a broad spectrum of network protocols, to demonstrate that these ideas can be widely applied, specifically interdomain, intradomain, and ad hoc routing, endpoint and router-based congestion control, distributed denial-of-service, and diagnostic tools to quickly locate the source of problems.
METHODS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND PROCEDURES:
The research direction that we propose sits in-between two traditional kinds of system security. On one hand, the cryptography community has developed strong authentication and encryption technologies that can be applied to the design of distributed systems. These technologies aim to prevent unauthorized parties from gaining access to the system. IPSEC is an example of this approach. Their advantage is that, when used properly, they present a hard line of defense against outside attackers. Nonetheless, the resulting security is brittle in the sense that if one node of the system is compromised, then the system as a whole has been compromised. They also do not protect against damage that is caused when trusted nodes become faulty, or are simply misconfigured.
On the other hand, the intrusion detection community is developing techniques that may be used to determine when a system is being attacked. If it is possible to identify an attack at an early stage, then it should be possible to deter the attack or otherwise limit the damage that results. This task is immensely complicated by the design of existing protocols and the typically passive approach of observing activity from select vantage points. It is not possible to decide in general whether activity stems from a legitimate user or an attacker masquerading as a legitimate user.
Our strategy for this year is to build on our study of vulnerabilities in existing protocols and deliver a set of solutions --proof of concept demonstrations and working systems to show that network protocols can be designed and implemented to be enforceable. This movement from analysis of existing protocols to the design and implementation of revised protocols is staggered for the different protocols that we are studying. That is, we will ramp up the study of new target protocols at the same time that we deliver revised solutions for our first target protocols, building on the experience that we have gained.
Our strategy has three phases. For each protocol domain that we study, we first study the most widely used protocols in significant depth, analyzing for potential attacks that can come from within the set of trusted participants. The next phase is then to design mechanisms to eliminate, where possible, the attacks that we identify. Here, we convert the root cause of the attack into behavior that can be checked and thus safely enforced. This is not always possible, but our experience has shown that more often than not, hidden trust relationships embedded in protocols are unnecessary to the goals of the protocol. Finally, once we have designed new mechanisms we develop real prototype implementations for the Internet. This includes an assessment of backwards-compatible heuristics to defeat the new attacks and incremental deployment mechanisms that would allow the new solutions to be incorporated into the Internet. Throughout, a key part of our work was developing incentives for ISPs to deploy more robust and secure solutions, e.g., by designing more robust solutions that are also more efficient.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
We discuss the major results of the project below, initially focusing on those results that identify potential problems, before moving to the more concrete proposals for solutions: new protocols and ways to fix old protocols in a backwardly-compatible fashion.
Design Guidelines for Robust Protocols. An early, highly successful part of our work was to do the equivalent of a FAA crash investigation for the Internet [1] . We examined the historical record to find as many actual failures as possible, dating from several decades ago to the better documented problems of the last few years. We then deconstructed each failure -not just how it was fixed at the time, but more importantly, how different protocol design guidelines, if followed, might have avoided the failure in the first place. Our intent was to demonstrate to the community the value of a more systematic approach to robust network protocol design.
Specifically, we recommended six design guidelines for robust network protocol design. Some are obvious (but still violated frequently in practice), such as to value conceptual simplicity -to avoid overloading mechanisms with multiple purposes, as this can cause other problems later. A second guideline is to minimize your dependencies -to carefully examine the information flow through the protocol, and eliminate any unnecessary dependence that may be a channel for errors to propagate. Again, this may seem obvious, but it has been violated repeatedly in the past. Where dependence is necessary, protocol designers should verify, where possible, to avoid blindly trusting the other participants in the protocol. Many denial of service attacks result from a failure to protect resources, the fourth guideline -as a recent example, Code Red caused router failures as an unintended side effect, because of the failure of the router development team to carefully analyze when received packets could cause resource exhaustion. Even if you believe a protocol is well-designed, practical problems can be avoided if you limit the scope of any vulnerability -many Internet problems start small, but propagate widely, the very definition of an asymmetric threat. Finally, if errors are to be fixed, they must be exposed. By contrast, most Internet protocols are designed according to the end to end principle. This tends to hide errors, allowing them to accumulate until they impact robustness. To summarize, the goal of this work was to provide for us, in our work on new more robust protocol designs, and the community at large, with a list of best practices, so that protocol designers in the future will not repeat the errors of the past.
Interdomain Routing: Misconfiguration and Design. In a related study, we studied traces of BGP announcements, to determine how frequently BGP misconfigurations occurred in practice [2] . We focused on those announcements that were either short term or inconsistent with other BGP announcements. We found misconfigurations to be surprisingly frequent; for example, new prefixes announced via BGP are more likely than not to be due to a misconfiguration! Unfortunately, BGP misconfigurations are inherently difficult to prevent, because of the low level of the BGP specification. Instead, this work motivated us to target a higher level, more abstract protocol that uses BGP as an implementation mechanism, rather than as a specification language [3] . Users describe their policies to this higher level mechanism, resulting in more concise, easier to verify policies with fewer misconfigurations. As a first step in this direction, we developed a simple, yet surprisingly effective protocol for adjacent ISPs to use in choosing which traffic is to traverse each peering point [4] .
Specifically, current interdomain routing policies are largely based on information local to each ISP, in part due to competitive concerns and the lack of effective information sharing mechanisms. This can lead to routes that are sub-optimal and even to routes that oscillate. This provides motivation for ISPs to use an automated protocol to replace what is currently a very manual, and error prone, process. We explored a setting in which two neighboring ISPs negotiate to determine the path of the traffic they exchange. We first asked the basic question: Is there an incentive to negotiate? The incentive exists only if both ISPs benefit relative to routing based on local information. Through simulation with over sixty measured ISP topologies, we found that negotiation is useful for both latency reduction and hotspot avoidance -that is, automated solutions have the potential to be both more efficient and more robust. Based on our results, we designed and evaluated a negotiation protocol which works within the real-world constraints of competing and independently managed ISPs. Specifically, our protocol reveals little information and works even when ISPs have different optimization criteria. We found that it achieves routing performance comparable to that of (the obviously infeasible) global optimization using complete information from both ISPs. Initial reactions from network architects at major ISPs are overwhelmingly positive.
Enforceable Congestion Control and ECN.
Another major effort has been to identify and fix security vulnerabilities in popular congestion control mechanisms. It is well known that hosts sending TCP traffic can be corrupted to send traffic at arbitrary rates. Our work was the first to demonstrate that a malicious (or simply greedy) TCP receiver could spoof a TCP sender into ignoring congestion signals and sending at an arbitrary rate, in essence converting the sender into an unwitting partner in denying resources to competing traffic to the misbehaving receiver [5] . Further, we were able to show that existing proposals for ECN -congestion notification by routers -likewise assumes trust of the receiver to correctly forward congestion signals [6] . Such trust is unnecessary, however. We designed and implemented a set of small modifications to the TCP and ECN specification that removed this dependence on the correct behavior of the receiver, by inserting random nonces in packets at the sender. Nonces are returned by the receiver to prove correct receipt of packets. Routers may force congestion to be signaled either by dropping a packet, or simply by erasing the nonce. This approach, very much in line with our design guideline of "trust but verify", is remarkably effective, and we have succeeded at having it added to the IETF ECN standard [7] .
Distributed Denial of Service Traceback and Prevention. Vulnerability to distributed denial of service attacks has long been seen as a fundamental weakness of the Internet protocol architecture, but only recently have widespread attacks been mounted to exploit this vulnerability. The increasing severity and sophistication of attacks has meant that there can be no practical assurance of the ability for mission-critical traffic to be delivered over the public Internet. A consequence is that mission-critical communication is reserved for leased lines, at a huge increase in expense. Our initial work in this area was to design a practical protocol for embedding traceback information in packets, enabling victims to trace attacks back to their source [8] . While our traceback proposal was robust, a related proposal to send traceback information in separate ICMP packets was not. Our analysis identified a vulnerability in the ICMP-based traceback proposal, where the receiver could be confounded by an attacker sending spoofed traceback messages along with the attack packets. This vulnerability has since been fixed in later versions of the ICMP traceback draft.
However, traceback is only one step in the process of dealing with attacks, and to date router vendors have been slow to deploy the rich functionality needed to mount a practical defense based on traceback. Not only do we need to know the location of the source of attack packets, we also need rich, programmable filters in routers (since attack packets can be designed to be arbitrarily close in format to legitimate traffic), along with protocols to quickly push filters into the network in response to attacks, along with an authentication infrastructure for ensuring that only legitimate users install filters on their traffic. There is no evidence that such a complete solution is likely to be provided by router vendors anytime in the near future.
To address the fact that existing technologies to deal with denial of service attacks seems to be reaching a dead end, later in the contract we took a fresh look at the problem. From an architectural level, the reason that distributed denial-of-service attacks are possible is that any source is architecturally free to send any amount of traffic to any destination at any time. Instead, we argue that a better design would be to put recipients in control of which packets they want to receive. We developed a concrete protocol design to achieve this, based on short-term tokens, or capabilities, sent by receivers to senders [9] . Senders request permission to send, receive explicit tokens in reply, and include the tokens in packets as proof that the traffic was requested by the destination. Routers in the middle of the network can efficiently enforce the protocol by dropping packets that lack tokens. Although our proposal was speculative and time and budget constraints prevented us from fully implementing our ideas, several related proposals have recently appeared in the literature that build on our work, as an indication of the promise of our approach.
Robustness in Ad Hoc Wireless Networks.
We recently completed the design and implementation of an enforcement-based protocol for deterring selfish behavior in multihop wireless networks [10] . There is little work in this area, despite the fact that most wireless MAC layers assume cooperation among all participants, and therefore are vulnerable to misconfigured and malicious participants. Our protocol detects selfish nodes that avoid forwarding packets for others and punishes them by refusing them multi-hop connectivity. The protocol works by having the neighbors of each node send it anonymous packets. If the node drops these packets, the neighbors can detect this, and refuse to send packets to the node. If the node forwards these packets, then that provides verification that the node can successfully receive and forward the packets, so that the neighbors can punish the node if it forwards the anonymous packets but not later data packets. Our simulation and live testbed experiments show that the protocol detects cheaters quickly, distinguishes between cheaters and non-cheaters, and handles sophisticated cheating strategies effectively. Our initial study in this area suggests that our approach can yield significant benefits and would strongly complement efforts to improve wireless encryption protocols.
Internet Diagnosis. Finally, we have also developed tools for diagnosing performance problems along Internet paths [11] . Currently, an attacker can effectively disrupt communication by causing problems in the middle of the network, and without diagnostic tools, these problems can be very difficult and time-consuming to track down. Our approach was two-fold. First, we show that annotating packets with diagnostic information is nearly as powerful as collecting a complete packet trace, for diagnosing performance faults along specific paths. Since collecting a complete packet trace is infeasible, this is a tremendously useful result, as it implies that a practical architecture for diagnostic support is possible. Second, we show that existing hooks in the Internet architecture provide much of the functionality required by our theoretical model. Based on these results, we built a practical tool for Internet diagnosis, called Tulip, that can isolate performance problems to the specific failing link. The tool is currently being used by Boeing to debug performance problems on cross-continental Internet paths, problems that would otherwise prevent teams of engineers from collaborating in real-time.
CONCLUSIONS:
In this report, we have described our work on Enforceable Network Protocols, our methods, and our major results. We have identified many potential vulnerabilities in existing, widely used, network protocols, and helped put other well-known vulnerabilities into context. More importantly, we have developed more robust and secure versions of those protocols that do not suffer from these vulnerabilities. Finally, we have developed several practical, incremental approaches to improving robustness and security. Our work on these topics is both important and timely --addressing fundamental weaknesses in the Internet architecture and protocols in a manner that is not being tackled by industry and directly contributing to a strengthened and more robust cyber-infrastructure.
